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SIGLENT IntroducesNew 16 V/8 A DC Power Supply –
SPD1168X
May 28, 2018

ShenZhen, May 28, 2018 SIGLENT Technologies has announced the release of its new 16 V/8 A DC power
supply, the SPD1168X

Highlights:

Single Output: 0 – 16 V / 8 A
High-Resolution: 1 mV/1 mA
Low Ripple: ≤ 350 uVrms/3 mVpp

More Resolution and Accuracy

The SPD1168X programmable DC power supply includes set-point resolution ofup to 1 mV / 1 mA and
excellent setting and read back accuracy. Users can generate even very small voltage or current changes,
while maintaining a well-regulated DC output across varying loads.

More DUT Safety

A lab power supply must produce a predictable and controlled output. This is necessary in order to protect
the device being tested – the load. The SPD1168X power supply avoids over shoot, thus protecting the
user’s important device under test.
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More Output Purity

The SPD1168X’s ripple and noise is a low ≤ 350 uVrms / 3 mVpp,providing users with a cleaner power
supply test environment.

Faster Response
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The fast transient response time of the SPD1168X programmable DC power supply is less than 50 μs, thus,
allowing the output voltage to quickly return to the set value when the DUT load undergoes a sudden
change.Changing loads often happen in devices such as mobile phones, WiFi, wireless sensors, etc. The
load can change faster than the transient response capability of other power supplies and can result in the
supply voltage failing to quickly reach its set value, even in a testing environment, this fast load change
can automatically cause the device to shut down or start repeatedly. The SPD1168X can be the perfect
solution to this problem.

 

Smarter

Unlike some other traditional power supplies, the SPD1168X includes a four-wire compensation (Sense)
function. The four-wire Sense mode compensates for potential voltage drops at the load due to the power
supply leads causing an IR drop at higher currents. Using remote sensing, the SPD1168X can compensate
for up to a 1 Volt loss in the output leads. Thus ensuring that the voltage supplied to the DUT is the same
voltage that the power supply is set to.For added safety, if the compensation exceeds 1 V, the power
supply will automatically shut off its output so as to more intelligently protect the user’s device under test.

With the SPD1168X’s clean front-panel layout and compact body size, it requires minimal test bench
space.And it is light enough to grab and go.

More details, please click here

 

http://siglentna.com/power-supplies/spd1000x-series-programmable-dc-power-supply/
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North American Headquarters

SIGLENT Technologies NA
6557 Cochran Rd Solon, Ohio 44139
Tel: 440-398-5800
Toll Free:877-515-5551
Fax: 440-399-1211
info@siglent.com
www.siglentamerica.com/

European Sales Offices

SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES GERMANY GmbH
Staetzlinger Str. 70
86165 Augsburg, Germany
Tel: +49(0)-821-666 0 111 0
Fax: +49(0)-821-666 0 111 22
info-eu@siglent.com
www.siglenteu.com

Asian Headquarters

SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Blog No.4 & No.5, Antongda Industrial Zone,
3rd Liuxian Road, Bao’an District,
Shenzhen, 518101, China.
Tel:+ 86 755 3661 5186
Fax:+ 86 755 3359 1582
sales@siglent.com
www.siglent.com/ens
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